
Awarded to:    Jeff Austin
Reason Chosen:  Jeff Austin is an outstanding candidate for the Excellence in Education Award.  There are many, many reasons that Jeff embodies the characteristics in 
the Blueprint of a Grant Staff, but central to everything he does is students.
  
Jeff is endlessly dedicated to our students and their growth.  This dedication certainly applies to developing them as artists, but more importantly as well-rounded Grant 
students who Keep it RED. Jeff gives 100% to his students in and outside of class.  He burns the candle at both ends, coming in early to prepare engaging lessons and staying 
late to allow students more time to work in the art studios and to receive additional help.  It is impressive to see how Jeff is always looking out for his students’ SEL needs 
by incorporating thoughtfulness, empathy, and compassion into his classroom. 

Outside of the classroom, Jeff represents himself and his department professionally.  With his team members, he works to collaborate annually to put on the NLCC Art 
Festival.  Moreover, Jeff is always willing to be a staff leader when it comes to being a lifelong learner.  He actively has led or participated in Parent Universities, peer 
classroom walk-throughs, many Teaching and Learning Committee initiatives, and taught the Professional Learners in Action Drop-In session “Making Learning 
Accessible.” 

Moreover, Jeff recognizes the importance of students connecting with our school community outside the classroom.  Over the years he has sponsored multiple clubs and 
activities including Snow Dawgs, Variety Shows, theater set building, and this year he is stepping up to direct our spring musical.  When he’s not leading after-school 
activities, you can find him working Grant events, volunteering his time at activities, and generally finding reasons to connect with kids.  Notably, Jeff is the founding 
sponsor of the service organization National Art Honors Society (NAHS).  He researched, proposed, developed, and now sponsors the society.  NAHS continues to grow 
its membership while quickly becoming an established service organization in both the school and larger community.   This intersection of art, service, and community has 
led to multiple events that have raised money for local charities while instilling the important values of service and volunteering time with our students.  

It is because of all of these reasons, and many more, that Jeff Austin is an outstanding representative of the characteristics Blueprint of a Grant Staff and recipient of the 
Excellence in Education Award.
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